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UM FIRE
• OYS SAWMILL

NEW

A spectacular early-morning
theke
tuetzsday at around 2:00 a. in.
kindled by a spark from
ephe
btisen destroyed the A. R.
sawmill on McDowell
Street, Causing a loss estimated at
. 119*Iltd $12.000-00.

r
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ildWija s
/ati kicated
heroin dry kiln

The Farm and Home Peeper of the Ken
-Tenn Territory '
- 17.
"

Volume Twenty-One

Fulton, Fulton County Kent

, Vriday, June 6, 1952

Number Twenty-Three

ISBELLS WILE GET
AMERICAN WELCOME

Pvt. Whayne Byassee. Jr.
SAME WAY ALL THE TIME.'
other oit
buildin
°Mesa
ge were
the "Iniaan
Y' and
unFinishes Chemical School
The planing mill and all
Other activities of the company
Pvt. Whayne E. Byassee, Jr.,
are continuing in operation, and
whose wife lives at 905 Vine St.,
Mr. Stephena advised the News
Colonel and Mrs. Jim Isbell are Fulton, Ky., recently graduated
That his business will continue on
11
expected to arrive in Felton Sat- from the Far East Command
terithntit interruption.
• <
urday after an absence of three Chemical School at Camp Gifu,
The sawmill, built last year to years while
Colonel Isbell has Japan.
eiimplete the company's log-to-- been on duty with the Air Force.
(By Jo itatatpheling)
Before
finished lumber chain of process- The Isbells will-be enthusiastiesil- Byassee his present assignment,
Ruby McDade, baseball fan at
•
was stationed at Camp
ing, had operated during the day ly welcomed by their families Breckin
Make
no mistake about it, the I no little knowledge, subetantiairidge, Ky.
Wednesday
Fulton Lookouts 'are making -far ed the statements of all the fans
and it is believed and friends who are anxious to
He formerly attended Fulton
Ahat a spark
greater'news
from its
boiler catch upon their activities in that High School.
these,,days than that it Was the most
thrilling
Wilted some nearby *sawdust, interesting foreign country.
anything that Eisenhower, Taft game ever held in these parts, and
jvhich smoldered for hours and
or Kefauver can say or do. Sev- In an analytical sense tells um
The lsbells have
witnessed
finally burst into flames, ignitieg
eral!fans have
threatened ,the, that it was pure old strategy on
'the building. The fire was not some of the world's most historic
the Part
editors with mayhem if
we faded together of Skipper Sam Larnitina
events
while
statione
d in Englaad
Illscovered until it had gained
to call proper attention to
with some stellar teamthe
includin
g
the
death
and funeral
%,40r1Siderable
headway, and the
ball game out at Fedrfield Tues- walk per the part of his teamKing
of
George
VI.
The
couple,
di." 1-etombined actions of the Fulton
day night, which was jam pack- mates, It was reported reliably
" and South
Services were-held Monday afFulton fire depart- with their children, Jim sand
ed with suspense and saturated to me on Thursday morning that
Reed,
visited
have
in
Europe'
s ternoon at 2:30 at Mt. Zion Presthe game Wednesday night, again
ments were unable to save either
with Class A pall playing.
I
countries and byterian Church, for Riley
the franie building or its machin- most interesting
wasn't there, not for any dis- with Madisonville, was a repeat
Bealwhile their accounts of their ous Thompson, who
,ree.
interest in the Lookouts on my performance for the league-leadtravels will be listened to with morning at 6:30 at died Sunday
part, but becauee my full schedule ing Look-outs, but of course not
the
Futten
enthusiasm, they no doubt wilt Hiespital. The
Rev. Joe C. Gardthese "moving" days does not in- half so suspense-packed as the
listen avidly to
what has gone ner of Paducah, aseistedebye
clude anything so luxurious as a game on Tuesday. With all the
the
on. in America during their ab- pastor, the Rev:
AM ILANITINA
talk of the games, the individual
baseball game.
Cobrtney Fioks,
sence.
---Staff
Photo with Polaroid Land Camera
officiated. Burial under direction
players, and the type of ball beAnyway I have it from no less ing
Mrs. isoeil is the former Vir- of Whitnel Funeral tforne, was in
played the colorful, someauthority than my good friends
College Hill in Hickman will ginia Fleheing, daughter of Mrs. Wesley Cemetery.
times irascible, always unpredicEph Dawes and
Gordon
be the center of activity this com- Jessie Lee Fleming.
Baird
Mr. Thompson was born June
that the game Tuesday was some- table personality of Skipper Sam
ing Sunday afternoon for
Welcome Home, Folks!
Cub
13, 1889 in Graves County. His
thing for the books. It ended with comes to the forefront.
Scouts of Clinton, Fulton, Union,
wife, Lola Thompson
Attendance figures over the
peeeeoed
an amazing score of 2 to 1 in faCity and Hickman. They will ashim in death in February 1938.
league indicate that some of the
vor of Fulton, which
elemble for the first annual Cub ORIG
sounds
He was a member of the, Mt.
ORY
largest crowds in the circuit are
A lovely and gracious eadet was
Car Derby which starts at 2:30 p
The second oldest member of harmless enough, except that the in
Zion Presbyterian Church.
attendance at the
first run was made by Madisonvariram
called to her reward laet'Sunday her immediate family she
m.
was
Mr. Thompson leaves two sons, when
death came to Nfas. Orah the connecting link that bound mille in the first hillt of the first games played with Fulton out at
Highway 94 from the High'
Harold Thompson of Detroit, and McDade Coffman
the
city.
inning
and
, widow of the the large family together. Mrs.
Fulton's two runs •
4 School east to the city limits is
An original biographical sketch John Thompson of Paris, Tenn.; late John
Coffman prominent Coffman was the one who wrote were made in the last half of the
Most of the Kitty League fans.
the race course. It will be closed
a daughter, Mrs. Emily Betts of
of
Congres
sman
ninth,
Noble
with
farmer in the Mt. Moriaki . Com- letters, remembered
Gregory
two men out. It was and some Of the sports writers in
to traffic by city and highway ofimportant a
Crutchfield; two brothers, Frank munity
of
the
first
district
photo
of
-finish, Mr. Baird called the league,
Kentucky,
and at one time a teacher dates and anniversaries in the
ficials at 1:00 p. m. for the ctura
together
with a
and Willard Thompson of Fulton; in the Ridgew
ay School in that family and this interest she kept it, because the span of playing smattering of umpires do not
tion of the derby. Detour mark- will be broadcast on the WLW five grand
children
;
three
"Persona
nep
lities
between
in
Your
section.
Governthe two frames was heartily concur with the esteem
She died early Sunday until her recent illness, which
ers will direct traffic to the Union
hews and four nieces.
scoreless, as I said before.
morning after a lingerinellness. confined her to her son's home
that most Fulton ball fans bold
City Highway No. 125 in order ment" program at 12 noon, EPT,
for
Sunday,
June
8.
for Larnitina. As a matter of fact.
Western Kentucky ha lost one several months.
to get to and from town.
Written
by Joe
sometimes even
Cob
McCaffrey,
of its earliest and m
beloved
car (racers) will
Webster's Unbe
It can be said of the deceased
abridged
citizens whose forebears were that she loved her
brought to the parking area by WLW Washington correspondent,
Dictionary
does not
fellowman
'the
program
contain some of the adjectives
desecribes
the Hickman library. There the
welting the pioneer • altizens-of with deep Christian sincerity and
how
Gregory
succeeded his brother,
often used on the peppery, outKentucky. She was born and that love
cub cars and their drivers will he
was rewarded
in
spoken 'manager of last year's
weighed in. Racers are limited to William as Congressman from the
reared and lived after her mar- friendship from the hundreds of
The
new
first
Kentuc
district.
pennant-winning team. But be.
ky drivers' li- riage within a few miles of her friends and acquaintances
It alio xeplains his
fifty pounds and drivers to ninety
who
When the hectic last weeks of
that as it may, no Chamber of
Ways and Means censes will be distributed to Cir- birthplace
pounds. Judges will also check work on the
and the farm her mourn her passing.
school draw to a close the
cuit
Court
Clerks,
next
Committ
Commerce official has ever bens
Justin Attebery grandfather owned and Aiperatecl.
ee, and presents an acfor additional limitations.
A devout Methodist she was a events on the agenda for
school more successful in spreading Vier
Then, each den entering a cub count of his work in the County by June 10, Robt. Thompson lo- She inherited the chaeacteristic life long
member of the Mt. students are music recitals con- word
cal
Relation
Court
s
Clerk's
Director
office and with the
, Depar- to build and to live to5 progress
of Fulton around the AWN
ear will be asigned to a "cub car
merit of Revenue, announced in as was evidenced ter heaheen in- Moriah Church. Funeral services ducted each year by the
music
pit" where the
racer may be Farrnez's Bank in Mayfield.
teachers of Fulton. Last Thursda as had Larnitlna. With not ewers
were held Monday
morning
at
Frankfo
rt
y
Narrate
today.
the
d by Ken Linn, WLW
Circuit clerks terest in the Welfare
formality or convenience of
parked while it is not being used.
Workers the church
with Rev. Joe McMinn night, Mrs. Steve Wiley, present- a public
relations officer, Sam is
Den members will assemble there announcer; the script includete an are being asked to began the sale Club, which she helped to organi- °Mauling. .Burial
ed her students to the music pawas
in
the
of
driv'ers'
account
licehaes
letting
of
the Congressman's pn
as.soon as pas- ze, her church and other cowit be
with any den Nags, markings- and
known, but good.
trons of Fulton and the event
church
cemeter
with
y
Jackson
e
after
lineal
:tine
IOU*. „and
that Fulton has a fighting ball
inpnity interests.
c..
- ,
entlidetent
w
àNttta.:
,Irgalitil
is-dlalen.ant Planned
• Der*- R,DCW-Wei ad WiMd
*awn, Unit its citlitena are behind
AzIffAS.7..
—'--z
is year is the result of a new
by 1:30 p. m. to help the drivers
Bound copies of the script wilt
,40,17064siVesnimaresit
proverio
n
in
the
law
Again
get the feel of the hill in pre- be sent to the university of Kenfor a $1 penthia year, ham Marian lack or bad, Fulton WM have
STUDENTS'Ir mt-'of
l
eaYes
'Nlton
near
14i
alty.for
;
duos
failure
to
Blackst
obtain
race trials.
one, petite and talented baseball team, come Harris Pull
a renewtucky,- Mayfiled Public Library,
brothers, Mace, Gip and Wi'l Mc- daughter of Mr.
Trucks are to be stationed at the Library of Congress and Mur- al license on or before July 31,
and Mrs. Billy Creek and high water.
Dade
of
1952.
Fulton;
three
The
grandlaw
Blackst
the finish line to return the Cub ray State College for preservation
(Continued on Page Four)
one was the honor student
provides that no
inifildr
ed,-Wen
exemptions front the penalty be
Maurice
dell,
and
being
cars and their drivers to the race in their archives.
recognized for her devotion
allowed.
Fatten is looking forward td-illgargaret Ann Coffman and one to practice, attendance and gencaa pits at the top Of the hill in
*Services in Memphis For
Other important provisions in great expectations in the music great grandson, Ronald Mac Coff- eral
time for the next race.
improvement during the
NEWS PRINTS
the law provide that some nee world if the students of Mrs. C. man.
The actual races will start at
year. The
young lady was the Sister of Local Men
licenses will be
2:30 p.
honor student last year, too. The
good for two L. Maddox and Mrs. David SundServices were held at 2:30 Satyears while others will be good - wick arneegy barometer. In the
Cub cars will be matched in
recital was held at the Woman's urday, at
the National Funeral
for only one year. If your family recital
presented
heats of four cars. The winner of
jointly last
Club.
Home in Memphis, for Mrs. S. B.
name begins with the letters "A" Tuesday by both teachers patrons
each heat automatically goes cn
Mrs. Wiley's students Who par- Strachan of Memphis, whoo
4
through "K", your new Kentucky enjoyed the renditions of future
to the second bracket of races.
ticipated in the recital
: Su- Thursday afternoen at St. J
Motor Vehicle Operator's 3eicense great musicians and vocalists. It
In addition, all racers will be
Hospital
san
klushart
after la . .ming suddenFarm Bureau district leaden
, Mary Aisi Bennett,
will not expire for two
timed. The cub cars making the
years. was indeed an entertaining affair. from
Susan Stokes, Rita Kramer. Berth ly ill at her home. Burial will be
eleven
Persons whose family names bebest times will also be added to
Students who participated in a barh:cu counties will meet at Louise Butts,
at
Gleason
, Tenn., in the Hopee chicken dinner
Br nda Brown,
on
the second bracket of winners.
With summer coming on full gin with the letters "L" through the recital were: Ana Ceepenter,
Cunningham, Patricia well Cemetery.
This system will continue until blast now, we feel a certain blue "Z" will be issued one year li- Marda Suridwick, Wayne Ander- June 10 at the Court House, Pa- Diana
ducah, to discuss the organize- Legg, Marian Blackstone, Carolyn - Mrs. Strachan
was
born its
the two fastest cub can are de- feeling in not being able to look censes this year, but will get li- s
ro
en: Nsanusacsitl
tion's citizenship, achievement Johns, Betty Lou Davis, Gail Lo- Shreveport, La., had lived 1
termined.
forward to another County Fair, censes next year which will last
B
arctaril
"
liej
arZyrn- and recognition
eo
Cn
Memphi
gan,
Kathryn
s
10
years.
Smita
net Allen,
programs, it was
She was
The second half of the racing which has been so much a part for two years. The cost of the Ruddlee Elaine Butler, Glenn
former Josephine Callihan:.
schedule will be for those racers of the summer season here of late. two year licenses is $2, and the Cook, Barbara Ann Boyd, Rita announced today by I. S. Wood, Betty Gregory, t"atWyn Roberts,
was
State
Leah
a
McMaha
Methodi
Director
n,
st.
Mollie
of Organization.
Wiley,
which have been made by indeed- Foad Homea, Carter 0114, and all one year license remains $1.
Copelen, Jaen McClanahan, Janet Plans
Mrs. Strachan leaves her husalso will be made at this Beverly Cursey,' Jean Ann HyPersons in the military service Austin, Larry Cavender, Louise
dual Cub Scouts rather than by the Inveterate fair workers seem
meeting, which is
land,
Louise
Hancoc
k and Betty band, three brothers; Jack Callischeduled for
the group of boys in the dere.
a little disconsolate over the ab- who drive in Kentucky are re- Hancock, Betty Schwerdt, Gene 7:00
ham, James P. Calliham and WilP. M. (C. S. T.), for the an- Schwerdt.
At the close of the indMILlual sence this year of fair activity. quired to have a Kentucky Motor Vancil, Mrs. Martha Luther, Mrs.
ton T. Calliham of Fulton; and
Farm
car racers, the winners or-the BuFwhat is even sadder is that Vehicle Operator's License except Pauline Stephens and Mrs. Mat- nual county and district
two sisters, Mrs. L. C. Lee and
Bureau Queen, King and Speech
Cub Car Derby Will be announced we cannot hear any noises around when operating an official vehi- tie Lou Cook.
Mrs. Bertha
conteets, Mr. Wood said. Teose
McCullough of
and first and
second
prizes making - like - a Horse Show. cle on official business with a U.
Memphis.
who plan to attend this event are
awarded.
When we first came to Fulton. a S. Government Operator's Per- FORMER FIREMAN FOR
requested to make reservations
Second prize will consist of
CASEY JONES IS DEAD
Horse Show was held even with- mit..
with Mary Alma Keeling, SecreCub Scout pocket knife for all out a fair, and we're beginning to
Memphis, Tenn. — Funeral sertary, McCracken
County Farm
Two delegates from the Cayce
members of the den.
wonder whether Charles Greg- Kerler is PRO Assist
vices were held (n Memphis for Bureau,
ant; the one time fireman for feraous
Court House. Paducah.
Chapter of Future
First prize will be a trip to St. ory, Bob White, Barney Speight
Farmers cif
Both
Well
Leaders
Know
from the fiellow.ng America are in Louisville
n in City Casey Jones, the railroad enginLouie for all members of the den. and the other boys are geing to
this
The following were patients in
counties
in
this area are being in- week attending the 23rd. annual
This will include meals, a ball let a year pass by without playing
The many friends of the for- eer.
vited
to
attend
the meetings:
convention. They are: Henry the local hospitals Thursday:
game and possibly sight seeing host to all that fine hOrse flesh in mer Miss Evelyn McAlister,
Chester
John
himself
engin,
an
a naBallard, Carlisle, Caeloway, Smith, Chapter
time permitting.
president and Fulton Hospital:
this here part of the country. How tive of Fulton, will be delighted eer for the past 53 years. died in
Ni, further word has been re- about it folks.
Chapter
t °learn that her husband, George a Memphis hospital Saturday Fulton, Graves, Hickman, Liv- Micky _ „. McClanahan,
Larry
Holcombe, Hickman;
ingston, Lyon, McCracken, Mar- Treasurer, They arc accompanied Russell
ceived from the four communities
Kerler has been made public re- night.
Swearingen, Fulton; Mrs.
by Eugene Waggoner, their chap- Bud Shelton
shall and Trigg.
as td the number of racers to be
The kids (my how they hate tit lations assistant to Governor
, Hickman; Mn. Fred
ter advisor and teacher of voca- Kimbi se,
enamed from each place. All of for calling Acnn that) are home Lawrence Wetherby. Mr. Kerler,
JOINS OK LAUNDRY
Clinton; George Burtional agriculture.
the entries
are not in at this from colleges and the streets a veteran
Joe Cochran, former meat cut- Hales Join Spice
nette,
newspaperman, was
Fulton; W. L. Durbin,
r In
writing.
these days are compareple to a formerly with the Louisville bu- ter at Meacham's Market
Henry will be representing the ter Valley; E. M. Jenkins Wahes'
, Felmaking cub thunderboldt from an orange col- reau of the Associated Press. He joined the staff of the OK Latin. Clinton. Ky.,Laundry
Cubs from dens
Purchase District in the
ton;
Mrs.
H. N. Land, Union
state
cars have been invited to take ored sky. Sometimes it makes our attended the University of Ken- dry as driver in the East Fulton
Ray Spicer, who has operated impromptu contest. He won this Route No. 3; ,Mrs.• Robert City,
11.part in f..ou Wrather's sports Pr,). head swim to see them driving, tucky and at one time was con- section. He asks his many friends the Ray Spicer Laundry and Dry honor by defeating 18 other con- Cough, Fulton;\f
eirs. Sherry Hays..
gram from radio station WENK up and down, visiting here and nected with the Lexington Lead- to call on aim in his new post of Cleanng Service in Clinton
testants
son,
district
the
in
FFA
Fulton,
field
Route No. 5; Para,.
is
on Friday night.
there, going hither and yon. We er.
duty.
completing more than 20 yearn day held at Murray earlier this line Spinks, Fulton; Mrs.
In case of bad weather the race know of one very poptilar mother
Mrs. Kerler was a classmate of
spring.
Guynn, Fulton, Route No. Mettin
of service.
•
I; hint
will be postponed one week.
who, this week-end, just took off Mrs. Ward Bushart at the UniverMr. and Mrs. Leers al Roper
This week he is inouncing
Nicky was
elected to be the Dona Walker, Dukedom; B. B.
for nowhere in particular just to sity of Kentucky and has been a end Mrs. L M. Milner of Lapeer. partnership
with Mr. and Mrs. other delegate at a regular chap- Stephenson, Fulton; Mrs. Alice
get away from the teen-age tor- frequent visitor in Fulton.
Michigan have returned from a Ben Hales. Jr., of Clinton. effec- ter meeting of all members. Both Easter, Fulton; Mrs. Carl
Cdolry
nado currently swirling at her
two weeks vacation trip. While eat June 1.
boys will take part in ail Of the Water Valley, Route No. I; Mrs:
SAME CHURCH, NEW PEW
household. And
away they vieited in the homes
"Because of my other business husiness meetings, each having Prudence
there's three
Hudspeth, Moscow;
more months to go.
of Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Graham Interests," Mr. Spicer said, "I feel one vote. Each
chapter in the Marvin Inman, Fulton; and J. C.
New hours for the Social Se- und Mr. and Mrs. J.
M. Jackson that this partnership will make state is allowed two voting dele- Barham, Fulton, Route No.
3.
Represe
curtty
ntative
in
Fulton
of Artesia, New Mexico. and Mr. It poss.ble for the Ray
An agreement between South- WELCOME VISITORS HERE
Spicer gates. They will take notes of all Haws Hospital:
are announced this
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Earp and I m on the Second week: 1:00 p. and Mrs. F. H. Howard, Hobes, Laundry and Dry Cleaning Ser- the convention sessions and reern Bell Telephone Company and
Mrs Herman Thompson
Wednesday of New Mexico. They were accom- vice
,
to give much better service." port back to the Ceyce Chapter Crutchfield;
the C. I. 0. was reached Wednes- Flarvey of Little Rock, Ark., bevel each
month, at the post office. panied to Artesia, New
Mrs. L. FL Kearby,
Mesaeo by
Mr. Spicer will continue melee at its next regular meeting.
day wherein increases from $2.50 been the appreciated guests in the' Former hour was at
Fulton;
Mrs.
Davis
10:00
a.
m.,
Allbank
Mrs. R. A. Brady of Long Beach, In the laundry and dry cleaning
s,
to 38.00 per week, will be grant- home of Mr. and Mrs. Russell same date.
Highlights of the
convention -Union City; George Atkins, Put.
Callornia, who remained for a business and will be assisted
ed employees at the beginning of Johnson in the
Country Club
full- will include the various state con ton; Mrs. W. Dunning,
Fulton;
longer
visit with relatives. They time by Mr. and Mrs. Hales.
XL
Courts.
their new contract year.
tests such as public speaking, A. Owens, Fulton; Mrs. C. EL
RALPH MURCHISON ENROLLS returned home
by the way of
Company officials emphasized
Chapter Meeting contest, im- Jones, Fulton; and Mn,. Jeanne
Ralph Murchison, son of , Mr. Kansas City, Mo., and
visited Mr.
PLENTY WOOLY!
Patsy Ilsrrymem
that the agreement will be subpromptu speaking, farming Usllton, Union City.
and Mrs. Garcia Murchisoh for- and Mrs. James
A. Hart, the foeMiss Patsy Merryman, daugh- achievement contests. etc.
ject to wage stabilisation board
The sheep program in Hickman mer residents of Water
The Jones Clinic:
Valley,
mei
Elizabeth Ann Roper.
approval, and that Increases to county is increasing in both num- will be graduat
ter of tar. mod MM. Walter
D. state officers will a'so be elected
ed on June 4th
Mrs. Charles Powell, Fulton;
Merryman, 7/A Wm &trout Ful- and degrees conferred on
the individual will depend on lo- bers and quality, notes Warren from West Georgia College,
Ken- Mrs. L. E. Bynum, Fulton;
CarMrs. H. E. Johnson, and son, ten. Ky.. has MOM* b.
Wm.
classification. Thompson. University of Ken- rolton, Ga.,
cation
and job
tucky
rn
elecFarmer candidate. Mr. H. L.
and has enrolled for Jerry, Mrs. L. E Mooneyham and
Some 50,000 Southern Bell Em- tucky county agent, there now the fall term at
ted serietary el Alpha' ape- ,Wendell P. Butler, state superin- ths Herrington, Hickman; MonMercer
Moore,
UniverFulton;
Mrs.
Henry
Mrs. C. B.
Underwood and
pleyees lit nine Mates will he at. being around
s erelerial bono..,
,, . at tendent of public instruction, Jones, Cayce;
11,000 head on sity, Macon, Ga., ales ministerial":
Mrs. Ada Canner,
daughter, Cheryl were visitors in elli‘
feeted.
rtatian College for the 1E.i-6.1 will address the
farms there.
high
student.
school Fulton; Mrs. Hamp Qualls.
Mayfield Wednesday afternoon. Mum year.
Fulfarmers at the first session.
ton and Jack Burns, Fulton.
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Is Play Thrill Packed
g Kitty Leaguers

THOMPSON SERVICES
HELD HERE MONDAY

PAN COMPLETE
FOR SCOUT DERBY

DEATH TAKES*KR OF PIONEER FAMII.,Y,
MRS. ORAH COFFMAN DIES ON SUNDAY

ON MR JUNE 8TH

DRIVER'S LICENSES
IN COUNTY SOON

MRS.WILEY'S PUPILS
IN MUSIC RECITAL

l

MUSIC
FINE PERFORMANCES

FARM BUREAU MEET
TO BE IN PADUCAH

TWO CAYCE YOUTHS
AT FFA CONVENTION

Hospital News

SOUTHERN BELL
UPPS ITS WAGES

se'

•
V

aoit

TICE FULTON COUNTY
Fulton, Kentucky
P.m ()Hine Box 485
R. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WErPHELING,
Editors and Publishers.
A IIIIIMber If the Kentucky Press Anseciatien.
A member at the Fulton C,onnty Farm Bureau.
filabscription Rates $2.50 per year in Fulton,
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion
and Weakley Counties, Tenn.; Elsewhere
throughout the United States. $3.00 per year.
1933
Entered 4-second class mattet June 28,under
at the post office at Fulton, Kentucky,1879.
the United States postal act of March,
Published Every Friday Of The Year.
There is, .. nothing that keeps the heart
young like sympathy, like giving oneself
or
with enthusiasm to some worthy thing
cause.---Anonymous.
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FRIDAY, JUNE 1, 052

WAC's Needed Fo
Urgent Positions
the
The Army is feeling more and more
acute shortages of WACS.
More than 1500 urgent requests for them
Washington
to sid important jobs pour into
this
each month from Army Commanders in
country and overseas.
But the Army's personnel director is forrequests
ced to turn down two-thirds of these
For
and fill the job vacancies with men while the WAC needs 30,000 women, its present strength is only 12,000.
Requisitions cover 145 different positions
ranging from secretaries and high speed radio operators to physiotherapists and cryptographers.
WACS are assigned to jobs on the basis
•
of need,. with highest priority going to over-sea; theaters. They are either transfered from
other positions or are assigned as they complete basic training, or upon graduation from
Army schools.
Women are trained for specific jobs in 12
Army schools in all parts of the country. These
General's School for
include The Adjutant
Harrison,
Stenographers at Fort Benjamin
School at Camp
Ind.; the Communications
Gordon, Ga., where teletype operators, mesoperators, cryptosage center clerks, radio
graphic technicians, and telephone operators
are trained; the Signal Corps School for photographers at Fort Monmouth, N. J.; and three
Devens,
food service schools at Fort
,,
Fort Meade, Md.; and Fort Knox,Xy.
In addition, there are clerk-typist schools
at Fort Dix, N. J.; Fort Knox, Ky., and Camp
Breckinridge, Ky.; Fort Riley, Kans.; and Fort
Ord., Calif.; the Medical School at Brooke
Houston,
Army Medical Center, Fort Sam
Tex., where medical, dental, and X-ray technicians are tra.ned; and the Engineer School for
Draftsmen at Fort Belvoir, Va.
Can you qaulitiy . . .1If so, eontect your
•
nearest WAC/WAF Recruiter at First National Bank Building, Mayfield, Kentucky,

single prayer on a single day by people of all
faiths.
"The Great Invocation," as the prayer Is'
called, has been translated into 48 languages
and distributed by volunteers throughout theworld, two million copies in North America
alone. It is being used by religious and educaorganizations in 60
tional institutions and
invites all people of
countries. The Group
goodwill to join in this World Invocation on
.June 8 for right human relations and true
peace on behalf of all pumanity:
From the point of Light within the Mind of God
Let light stream forth-into the minds of men.
Let Light descend on Earth.
From the point of Love within the Heart of God
Let love stream forth into the hearts of men.
May Christ return to Earth.
From the center where the Will of God is
known
Let purpose guide the little wills of menThe purpose which the Master knows and
serves:
—
From the center which we call the race of rden
Let the Plan of Love and Light work out,
And may it seal the door where evil

STRICTLY BUSINESS

FOR ALL'ROUND
FAMILY ENJOYMENT

I ./or/d Prayer Sunday
Is Set For June 8th
Millions of men and women or every race
and ere d in all lands will voice a world prayServers
er next Sunday, according to Lay
group, invoking divine will to guide people
everywhere in this time of crisis. The Group
announced this World Inovcation Day would
mark the most widespread use in history of a

•

-

We Stock Only 1952 Models!
E - ADMIRAL
WESTINGHOUS
ZENITH - RCA
CROSLEY
MOTOROLA
PHILCO hustallatIon
Boosters, aerials, parts, etc on hand for complete
and maintenance.
-YOUR TELEVISION HEADQUARTERS-

Let Light and Love and Power restore the
Plan or Earth.

THE SPORT CENTER
"Funny--things are blurred to me, tool"

-News Must Be Short
To Publicize "Panties"
Almost anything can happen, as does hapCollege, especially when
pen to a -boy in
school is nearly out for the year and his pentup energies seek new outlets before the vacation trip home.
Few undertakingi are ever viciously-intended or do they have disastrous results such
as loss of life or wholesale destruction dr property. They arc simply a little mischief which
the law might not like, but ikhich is, in the
aggregate, minor in consequence. We went
through four years of college ourselves, saw
some of it, participated in some more of it, and
understand, as most others have.
We have beeri• surprised, then, at the
"lingerie" raids on
headlines afforded the
campuses in the past two
various college
months, by the daily papers ... and we have
wondered at the rack of other news which
may have caused them to make such a big todo of the thing in a serious vein.

PIEEtC
Rev. Robe:,
regular appoi
Grove Sunday
He and Mrs.
in the home of
Bennett.
Mr. and M
daughter, Mrs
Mr. Reitz and
troit are vial
Bud Boulton

4

Mrs. Evelyn
Wesley from
week-end wi
W. D. Burch,
Mr. and Mrs
daughter, Car.
guests of her
McRee. I
Mr. and Mrs
Moot Comp'.

W
442 Lake

Fhone 1540

324 Walnut Street

From The Files:

47;wtossossz Back 'elks elocAt
25 YEARS AGO (June 19, 1927):
The big -gun was fired in the
program
improvement
street
Monday night when at a regular
meeting of the City Council the
contract for street improvement
in the business section of the city
was awarded Carey Reed Com,pany, Lexington, Ky., over two
other bidders in the project. Their
including
ing $86,489.76,
bid
?tr and gutters.
a caucus meeting and later
adopted in the regular monthly
meeting, the council decided that
concrete
six inches reinforced
would be the best type of street
and this is what Fulton business
streets will be constructed of.

Sermonetle of the Week
FRED, INFANTRYMAN AND ATHEIST

NOW HAS A CROSS
(By Joseph A. Brieg)
IN THE OFFICIAL records of World War
II, you will find no mention of a certain important discussion between two combat infantrymen - a discussion that went on all the
way across the Pacific, and on into the jungle
were the Japanese snipers lurked.
The reason the debate was important was
that it concerned the existence of God. Combat Infantryman Jim Flannery believed in
God. Another Infantryman, a young fellow
named Fred, said there was no God.
'Fred wanted to believe in God, but he
just couldn't. He said that if he could believe
in God and in eternal life with God, he could
walk on a battlefield without fear. Neverthe'Twas a time not too.long ago that we re less, when the time came, he walked on anypowith
meal
a
off
tric
ine
'member when to bala
how, fear and all, and was k.11ed on New
est of food econemy.
tatoes, was in the
Georgia al the Solomons.
piece of • meat for a
To be able to afford a
AT THE FIRST opportunity, Flannery
hearty meal was something in the department
obtained a few hour's leave, and went to the
food
the
keep
to
order
in
so
is,
still
of luxury,
cemetery to visit Fred's grave, He walked apennies in line, we put "spuds" on the menu,
long the rows of white crosses until he came
too. Inexpensive, healthful and nutritious was
to the spot where :vied ica, buried.
our reasoning. Then, too, we thht, maybe
resting place was not.
But Fred's last
we coald reduce those mountains of potatoes
marked with a white cross. He had registered,
in
farmers
the
from
bought
Government
the
upon induction, as an atheist; and at the head
order to keep the pri-es norteell. Shucks, they
may as • of his grave th7re stcod .a singfe upright on
were going to duenp•aita in the ucean,
.
• r
which was'marked an "A"..
*
well eat ^Qin'.
Flannery stood ,there thinking. Fred, he
what's
later,
But -today, scarcely" a year
sure, had never really been an atheist. He'.
vvts
.
iekned? To find a lowly little spud to put
was melly a man confused by false educaoh' he day's menu, is like finding a box of
tion. And certainly he had not died an atheist.
Kleflex on the druggist's toiiiater during the
FLANNERY TURNED and walked' down
be
to
potatoes
anyaren't
just
There
war.
slope among the white Crosses toward the
the
the
criteal war times
found. Sounded like
blue Pacific. On the beach he gathered some
other day when folks were talking about takwhite coral, and carried it back up the slope.
ing potato sad to the Country Clurtipening
He stooped and placed the coral to form a
day picnic. Fa ladies around Fulton were
great white cross oil h's friend Fred's grave.
for'
by-ways
the
and
ays
high
the
hunting
Flannery knelt and prayed, and went ajust a few pounds 'Of, the ordinary little spit-a
way content. He had done the greatest service
that were standard items in the food larder.
he could for his friend Fred. He had changed
Where are the potnleep? Surely the farmhis atheist "A" into a white cross.
ers are raising just as ma ` . Certainly the NaIN EVERY PLACE
where American
lion hasn't decided a'I of a dden to eat them
soldiers have died, there are - or there used
tor breakfast, liineh and din r, thus reducto be - white crosses.
White crosses have
ing the supply. Potatoes on the Menu isn't all
sprinkled the cqptieents and the islands of a sudden something you dream of, they're
the seas in token of -The fact that here and
something you used to cook when you eoudn't
here and here, American men have laid dotiiithe
to
else.
now,
go
But
you
anything
of
think
their lives for
their
country - for their
cupboard for a potato and its Bare, gibeery
friends.
. •
punch* bins are erimte, wholesalers are
But now, for economy sake, the Defense
-deals- to supply them to the grocers.
Department is taking down those white crossWe'd appreciate more than anything if
es in an island cemetery across the seas. It is
some of our good fanner friends would tell us
odd that the only thing our government has
what gives with the spuds. We have a rough
grown economical about in years should be
idea, but then we'd like the information to"
white crosses.
come from the root of the vine.

What Has Happened
To Potato MCIcket?

VETS AIDE HERE
B. D. Nisbet, a Contact Re
seMative of .the Kentucky
Service Men's Board will be •
Fulton on Friday, June 13, 1%
at American Legion Hall, to as
depend
sist veterans and their
ents with claims for benefits du
mili
their
of
Lexington and Louisville, two them as a result
prominent tary service. He will be presen
of Kentucky's most
4:00 P. M.
cities, were founded one year a- from 8:00 A. M. to
part - Louisville in 1778, Lex-00 TO CHURCH SUNDAY..
ington in 1779.

hut W.; just as bad for
faced
entirely different reasons today.
two consotalf.:.3n..
are
There
Things could alwit. •-e worse and things never are quite as bad
as they seem.

The Methodist meeting starts
Sunday at Carr's Park auditorof
ium, with Rev. Lonzo Monk
Texas doing the preaching, with
Robert J. Kennedy directing the
choir and William Sisserson doorganizaing the personal and
tional work under the direction
of J. V. Freeman.
W. M. Hill and 'Sons contractors and brick manufacturers have
brick
completed the two-story
business 1101Ieding for Br oaksBoone Company, poultry dealers
on. Plain Street.

surprised their
Finis Houston
friends Sunday afternoon when
united in marriage
they were
while seated in their car near the
Club, the Revs. J. V.
Country
Freeman officiating. The bride is
and accomplished
the pretty
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Martin
Chambers.
the Platitudes:
Cleaning off
The modern laundry of today is
complete seran expression of
vice for the whole family. Laundapproxiering has become the
exact science, it
mation of an
says about the new OK Laundry.
R. S. Williams, venerable ediAdvertiser,
Fulton
tor of the
which has been succeeded by the
present Fulton County News had
this to say of Fulton, his hometown: "Not the oldest, nor yet
the youngest, nor yet the poorest;
,not the largest, nor yet the least;
but take it all in all, for men and
women, for flocks and herds, for
fields and skies, for happy homes
end loving hearts, the best place
outside of Heaven, the good Lord
that's Fulton."
ever made .

The Winstead and Jones' Funeral Home is nearing completion
equipped with all the
modern
conveniences of an institution its
kind.
Carpenters, painters and decorators are busy at work.on the
Orpheum Theatre building under
the supervcision of Contractor
Frank Merryman. Mr. Levi Chisholm, proprietor tells us that he
is making every effort to open
this popular photoplay house on
July 1 with one of the best attractions he has ever presented
in Fulton. The new organ with a
eontinuoris
playing
record of
more than two hours has already
arrived.
Miss Louise Chambers and Mr.

An accidentiaI. shooting which
took place in the Mt.
Moriah
neighborhood southeast of Fulton
last week, caused
considerable
excitement and shocked the entire community.
The little 5-year-old son of Mr.
and Mrs. Neal Ward, while playing with a loaded shotgun, shot
his 10-year-old sister, Elizabeth,
in the face. The wounded girl
was rushed to a Paducah hospital, where she underwent an operation, with hopes for her recovery.

Mr'•

2.98
KASNOW'S DEPARTMENT STORE
FULTON

Mrs. Kate Sutton, 74 years old,
died Tuesday afternoon after a
lingering illness at the home of
her daughter, Mrs. T. J. Smith,
on Jackson Street.

BE C
ONCE

Mr. R. K. Bizzell, 70, died. at
the home of his daughter, Mrs.
Brock well, on Norman
Street,
Monday night.

£*/1e4I..s'S

HERE'S A FAM

Electric Range

Dick Oberlin:

This is the time of year when
it is popular for people who make
speeches, write columns or have
young friends, to
coWgratutate
those graduating from high school
accomplishor college on their
ment.
Congratulations may be in orhave.
der. Certainly a few who
soaked up from rears of higher
plaudits for
educat:on are due
-their scholastic accoinplishments.
But it seems to me that condolences are a whole lot more in
order this year.
Twenty years ago when I graduated from high school we only
had a murderous depression with
about 12 or 15 million unemployed to worry about. You couldn't
money.
find a job for love or
influence
little
Sometimes a
helped, but the job usually wasn't
Is't death to fall for Freedom's right? He's
any great shakes.
dead alone who lacks her light.
We had breadlines afid poverty,
--Thomas Campbell.. the real spectre of
starvation,
men sell rig apples on the street,
men with learned degrees doing
Virtue treads paths that end not 'in the
ld- to
t tit
maqual labor - any
grave.
,
gether.
keep body and soul
No ban of endless night exiles the brave.
c
It was e rough, toug
-James Ruesell Lowell.
years ago, but there is real doulit
that it was any
in my mind
Farewell, high-hearted friends, for God
wom.. pessibly not even as bad,
is dead.
as conditions in our nation and
If such as you can die and fare not well.
the world today.
en Le Gay Brereton,
Most young men coming out of

It's fun to wear flats when they're as attrattive
and comfortable as these, styled with the merest suggestion of heel, created of .strings of confetti dots curved across your vamp, behind your
heel. Gay summer accent. Multicolored leather.
A mere

Pure,*
ASK AD

Lett You Bake a Cakelf StankII trrr-Some °von!

aaii0014

high school or college face the
necessity of spending a year or
longer with the armed forces, and
they'll be doing their hitch at a
time when it looks like the world
may explode at any moment Into
the most horrible war of history.
If they get through their military service safely, then settle
down into, a job, they'll find
themselves little better off with
a $60.00 a week pay check than
for their counterparts 20 years
ago had with a $20.00 a week pay
check.
First,
inflation to
there is
greatly reduce the value of wages,
and, second, there are very heavy
taxes. Those taxes mount as income ,increases so that, today, it
is next to impossible for anyone,
from earnings, to save money for
investment and security put,PoseeThe girls who are left behind
when the young men go into service either risk a quickie marriage and long periods of separation, or the rigors and ecenonAc
near-impossibility of living near
a military installation.
They have, of course, another
can delay
alternative - they
getting married for a year or so,
which probably isn't a bad idea
at all in most cases.
Yes, it was a bad old world that
we graduates of 20
years ago

"Wonder Oven"

with the

No one Co.
HERB EXTRA
anywhere! T
SEARCH!

ifft

It's the greatest improvement in ranges-in years!
"Wonder Oven" provides
one extra-large oven -or
two ovens in one, each with
its own controls and separate temperatures! Come
in! See the Frigidaire "Wonder
Oven" Electric
Range todayl

PROOF'
P4. L. GEORGE
system of a 5N. .1. DONAL.
results MRS M. R.
such as I hove
MR. C.1. 1.. R
orders, don't

FOR THE
Give your syste
medicine capab
EXTRACT clea
system to funct
new vitality! ',HERB EXTRAC

Now It's 2 Ovens
Just Look At Mese Other
Wonderful Frigidaire Features
• MI-Porcalain Relish insid• and
out
• Itadiontube 5-Speed Surface
Wes
• Cook-Master Oven Clock
Control
• Full-Width Fluorescent lamp
'• FuR-Width Utensil Drawer
• Thermizer Deep-Well Cooker
• Large Warmer Drawer

AT YOU

See a complete dernonstrotIon of the
sensational "Wonder Overet.torige and
all the other new Frigidaire Electric
Ranges priced from $185.75
Model RO-60(illustrated) $389.75

I
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I.
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4
)E
,
1

Model RO-50, only $34975
Vnar

Easy Terms

GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY
303 Walnut Street

•HERII EXTRA.
term even Hat

Telephone 185

HERB EX
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Em
a Contact RAM.
Kentucky rx..
ard will be in
y, June 13, 1162,
gion Hall, to astheir . dependfor benefits due
It of their miliwill be present
to 4:00 P. M.
slYN9A1r...
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MRS P. T. JONES
of St. Louis spent the week-end i
Friday, June 6, 1952 — The Fulton News — Page 3
HONOREE AT
with relatives here and in Fulton. I
Interests
PINK AND BLUE SHOWER
Rev. Robert Moore filled his 'Mr. and Mrs, Claude Graddy of
regular appointment at Johnson Dukedom were Sunday guests of
Happy Birthday
I
Mrs. Thomas E. Jones was honGuaranteed Top Quality
Grove Sunday and Sunday night. M. and Mrs. Algir Hay.
This Week
a
ored
with
blue
pink
and
shcrwer
He and Mrs. Moore were guests
Mahon
L.
D.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Friday
night, May 16 by Mrs.
We congratulate the following:
in the home of Mr. and Mrs. G. L.
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Lemon Cruce at the
home of
—4-- HOME NEWS
—4-- CLUBS
SOCIETY
June 1, R. E. Kelley, Jack CarBennett.
Midway.
at
Rudd
W. R.
Mrs. Lewis T. -Jones. The guest ter; 2, Mrs. R. E. Sanford; 3,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Heflin and
PHONE 470
Shoes Dyed and Er-Ned
of honor was presented a corsage Yvonne Drewry; 5, Mrs. J. A.
Robert Rogers
Mr. and Mrs.
daughter, Mrs. Harold Heitz and
of pink roses.
and children spent Friday night
Hornbeak; 6, Mrs. Anna Linton; RE-NU SHOE SHOP
Mr. Heitz and son, Bruce of DeMISS ALLIE D. WILLIAMS
Games were enjoyed and the Mrs. John F. Kizer; 7, Mrs. Jauniwith Mr. and ,Mrs. Carl Rogers MARY HUGHES WATSON
Fultsei
Lake Street
troit are visiting Mr. and Mrs, near Hickman.
AND T. I). PENTECOST
winners were: Mrs. Milton Davis, ta Wilson, Janice Strayhorn, Mrs.
BECQMIGS BRIDE OF
S. Daniel, Prof.
Robert
.
Bud Boulton for a few days.
ANNOUNCED
Mrs. Ershel Henderson and Mrs. Joe Bennett, Jr., Mrs. Anna LinMARRIAGE
CHARLES W. BURROW
Mr. and Mrs.'William Long and
James Sublette.
Mrs. Evelyn Burcham and son, children and Mr. and Mrs. Paul
ton, Mrs. Arch Huddleston.
In a simple but lovely home
morning at 9
Thursday
On
—
The bassinette was pushed out
Wesley from Memphis spent the Long and Evelyn of
McConnell o'clock Mrs. Mary Hughes Wat- ceremony Miss Allie D. Williams,
by
little
Brenda Wood. After the
week-end with her sister, Mrs. spent Tuesday at Kentucky Lake.
son, daughter of the late Mr. and daughter of Mrs. Maude Williams gifts were opened, refreshments
W. D. Burcham and family.
Mrs. Ethel Hay is on the sick Mrs. J. Malcolm Chambers
be- and the late Theophilus Williams were served to the following:
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Fagan and list.
W. became the bride of T. D. Pentecame the bride of Charles
Mrs. Walter Wood and Brenda,
daughter, Carolyn of Detroit are
Burrow, son of the late Mr. and -cost of Dresden, Tenn., son of Mr. Mrs. Ben
Morris, Mrs.
Mary
guests of her mother, Mrs) Lillie
Dr. and Mrs. L. D. Perry spent Mrs. David N. Burrow. The mar- and Mrs. Bates Pentecost of Dres- Wyn, Mrs. Harry Sams, Mrs.
Street
McRee.
the den at her home on Smith
solemnized at
Tuesday at the Kentucky Dam riage was
Wayne Hendon, Mrs. Ernest, Carhome of the bride in the presence Friday evening, May 30.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Daividson Park.
ver, Mrs. Milton Davis, Mrs.'John
408 EDDINGS STREET
of close friends and relatives. The impressive double ring Fleming, Mrs. Bud McIntyre.
Rev. Lewis D. Ferrell, pastor of ceremony was read by Rev. Cayce
Mrs. Rozella Smith, Mrs. Ray
the First Baptist Church perfor- Pentecost in the presence of the moss, Mrs. Carrie Moss,
Mrs.
For Ambulance Service Day or Night
med the impressive double ring immediate
seven Ada Jones, Mrs. Charlie Herring,
families at
ceremony.
o'clock.
Mrs. Jack Curd, Mrs. Tommie G.
An improvised altar was formThe vows were spoken before Jones, Mrs. Billy Simpson', Mrs.
ed before the living room mantel. an improvised altar in front
Roy Carver, Mrs. James W. SubA central arrangement of white the mantle, which was banked lette, Mrs. West Jones, Jr., Mrs.
Contract Funeral Home for and Member of
„
grt
ehery,
and
ivy
with
angladioli was placed between
with Macon Henderson,
Mrs Ershel
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Associatlon, Ins.
holding tall large floor baskets of Madonna Henderson, Mrs. Glynn Carver.
tique candelabara
Mawhite tapers. Large vases of
Mrs. Etta Wade, Mrs. Robert
lilies on each side. White tapers
donna lilies were at each gide.
wrought-iron Work,- Mss. Tom Wade and Joan,
tall
glowed in
wedher
for
The bride chose
candelabara. The mantle held at Mrs. Lewis T. Jones, the honoree
afternoon dress of centerpiece of lilies, with
ding a soft
white cnd the;hostesses.
—MEMBER—
short
The
faille.
blue ottoman
Those sending gifts were: Mrs.
peplunscandles in crystal candelabara.
tsmall
a
had
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL ASS'N.
jacket
fitted
Preceding the ceremony little Raymond Clark, Mrs. V. L. Dunnwere
sleeves
dolman
the
and
Mr. ing, Mrs. Vera Parrish, Mrs..---S-1
Stephen Schwerdt, son of
FOR THIRTY YEARS
bracelet length with flared cuffs.
Paschall,
si. harness of leather.
s ilveilttt
russ
strta
sticold
elhaa
T
and Mrs. John Schwerdt lighted Vaughan, Mrs. Gus
QUALITY AND SERVICE
extendbuttons
crystal
Gold and
Mac
THROW AWAY
Mrs. Wilson Evans, Mrs.
I the 'candles.
INVENTION
colPan
NEW
Peter
small
from
the
have been our first consideration; yet funerals as low as $99.50
ed
IT'S HERE) — THE SENSATIOgIAL
Johnson,
nuptial music Herring, Mrs. Myatt
A program of
lar to the waistline.
SUTHERLAND'S "MD" RUPTURE SUPPORT
are always a part of our service.
Lacy,
Mrs.
Ray
Bob
Flowers,
Mrs.
Miss Betty Schstraw, was played by
Approved by Doctors—Acclaimed by actual wearers as worles
Her hat was of pink
Mrs. Emma Jones, Mrs. Ethel
discovery for rupture — Last Indefinitely — Always
greatest
wreathed in delicate veiling. Her werdt at the piano. Aomng the Browder, n
Mrs.
g, A. G. Wynn, Mrs. I
Clean — No Odors — Featherweight
accessories were natural and she numbers were: "Because" and "I MaceyKing, Miss Isbell Hale,1
Phone 7111-421
carried a white Bible, a gift of Love You Truly." The traditional
, Miss Joy Smith, Mrs. Lee Mack- 1
408 Lake Street
the groom, to which was attach- Wedding March (Mendelssohn) ings, Mrs.
Rice,
Myrtle
2vIrsi
the
TELEPHONE
ed a cluster of pink cYmbidium was used for the entrance of
Glynn Rice, Miss Shirley Rice,
Fulton, Ky.
to Irailton Bank
wedding party.
orchids.
Mrs. Estel
Mrs. Billy Slayton,
Mrs. Walter A. Voelpel atteled- • Miss Opal Williams, sister of Wynn, Mrs. Ferbert Jones, Mrs
ed the bride as matron of honor. the bride, was the maid of honor Donald Rubbins, Mrs. Ada Dunn,I
The best ambulance service at any hour, day or night.
She wore a dress of dawn pink and Joe Pentecost of Union 'City Mrs. Bob
Air-conditioned chaPel•
Thou
Brown, Mrs.
fashioned along served his father as best man.
silk shantung
Brockwell, Mrs. Edward WolherThe bride chiste for her wedsimple lines. Her picture hat was
ton, Mrs. J. T. Powell, Mrs. 011ie
of black lace 'straw banded in ding an afternoon model of navy Freeze.
velvet and having a single pink blue lace, with a four-gored flarribbon and
rose. Her accessories were black ed skirt Grosgrain
MISS REBEKAH McKELVEY
and she carried a hand boquet of rhinestone buttons featured the BECOMES BRIDE OF
pale blue Dutch iris tied with as. trimming on the dress. Her white HOWARD MAYFIELD POWELL
straw hat had tiny white beading
tin.
Union City, Tenn — Of wideJoe X. Hall served the groom on the band and her shoes were
of navy nylon mesh. Her only spread interest is the • marriage
as best man,
Fulton, Kentucky
the ornament was a rhinestone neck- of Miss Rebekah Aline McKelvey,
following
Immediately
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. R. E.
ceremony, Mr. and Mrs. Burrow lace.
She carried a colonial bouquet McKelvey of Woodland, to Howleft for an -eastern wedding trip
Fulton,
through the Bluegrass section of of gardenias encircled with lace- ard Mayfi2ld Powell of
Dealers in - - - Powell
Kentucky. On their return they Ion frill and showered with,rib- son of Mr. and Mrs. RC.
of Cayce, which is announced to+ PROPANE GAS
bon streamers.
+ BUTANE GAS
will be at home in Fulton.
'
The maid of honor wore a tail- day by the bride's parents.
+ ALL TYPES of GAS EQUIPMENT
ring
The impressive double
ored Orlon mesh dress of pink,
MISS PHYLLIS FRANKLIN
featuring a V-neckline, and un— ceremony was performed at 12:30
AND HILLARD J. BEAN
including:
MARRIED IN CORINTH,cMISS. pressed _pleats in the front of the Friday noon by the Rev. H. W.
skirt. Her haR of white straw had Guerrs/, a Methodist minister, at
TAPPAN GAS RANGES
Miss Phyliss Jean Franlaronly a pink band and veil. She wore a his home in Corinth, Miss.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lee corsage of white carnations.
Attendants were the brideA.0.SMITH WATER HEATERS
Pyorsburg,
Franklin, Route 1,
the groom's brother and sister-in-lavv,
Williams, mother of
became the bride of Mr. Hillard
BRYANT HOME HEATING PLANTS
, wore navy leak with a Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Powell.
J. Bean, youngest son of Mr. and corsage of lilies.
The bride wore a lovely model
Mrs. Rollie Bean, Route 6, Mayshantung.'
The mother of the groom, Mrs. of powder blue silk
field, Friday, May 2, 1952.
Let Us Serve Your Needs
Pentecost, wore beige lace with The bodice, which was fastened
The single-ring ceremony was a pink carnation corsage.
down the front by covered butperformed in Corinth, Miss. The
If you live Wnere climatic conditions are conduFor Gas or Equipment
the tons, was styled with a V-neckImmediately - following
attendants were: Audry Tucker, ceremony a reception was held. line and short sleeves, and the
buy Sun-Proof Mildew and
cive to mildew
Hugh Neal Holland and Vanda
which was exThe bride's table was overlaid graceful skirt,
White. Your
CALL or WRITE
Outside
:lossum.
Fume-Resistant
with a lace cloth and centered tremely full, was poised over a
bride
wedding the
For her
starched petticoat of embroiqrlilies,
last limier/
of
and
arrangement
an
whiter
with
stay
will
house
P.0. Box 37
Phone 960
nylon net dress,
chose a white
It
flanked by white candles in cry- ed organdy. A black velvet
with white accessories.
A beautiful was at the waistline.
stal candelabara.
Mrs. Bean is a member of the
The bonnet ty9g straw hat was
wedding cake was
three-tiered
High
Wingo
of
class
1952 Senior
had as her
placed at one end of the table. of the same
was
graduatgroom
School. The
with
frmmeç1
punch were dress and i
Wedding cake and
School
High
ed from Symsonia
and veiling
flowe
served to the-ea:mists by Mrs. Ross matching
1951.
of
in the class
Hai-ton, Jr., of Paducah, sister of sprinkled with sequins. Sie wore
Phone 909
the bride, and Mrs. J. C. Roberts. rhinestone jewelry, white loves, 'Church Street
d
Mr. and Mrs. Pentecost left for and other black aressories
white carnaeastern wedding trip after the her flowers were
Dr. H.W.Connaughton an
reception and upon their return tions in a shoulder arrangement.
Mrs. Powell wore a plae blue
they will make their home at 660
Veterinary Service
nylon frock, a white and navy
College Street, Trenton, Tenn.
attending hat, and other accessories ofinavy.
Out-of-town guests
Phone 801-R
the wedding were: Mr. and Mrs. Her flowers were gradenias.
The couple will reside at Mr.
or Call 70
H. C. Thomas of Gary, Ind., Mr.
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HERE'S A FAMILY LAXATIVE THAT IS
Jr., of Pa- Powell's home 5 miles west of
Harton,
Mrtr?..Itoss
and
Graduate Veterinarian
engaged in
ducah, .Mrs. A. C. More, Union Fulton, where he is
will continue
Located on Martin-Fulton
City, Mr.and Mrs. Bates Pentecost farming. The bride
bookkeeper
in her position as
Words alone can't paint a
.
of Union City:
Highway.
and secr.tary to Obion County
Hue picture of Bond &
Lillard's goodness. You've
ASK A DOCTOR!
—GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY— Judge Raymond Mitchell.
got to taste it yourself! Try
of
home.
results
No one con deny the famous quality and glorious
been
has
Hagan
Leonard
Mrs.
It. serve it. toaightl
HERB EXTRACT .. because, you can't buy • better laxative —
on
days
few
past
the
Paducah
in
anywhere? That's•fact, established by FORTY-ONE YEARS REbusiness.
SEARCH!
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HOUSE PAINT
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WE MAINTAIN 24 HOUR SERVICE

FULTON PAINT & GLASS COMPANY

BE CONVINCED
ONCE AND FOR ALL
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ee the Frigid"Wonder
n" Electric
e todayI
's 1 Oven!

non of this
Range and
're Electric

Goo I,
ComPolioNi!

Pure: Sure and SAFE

PROOF OF P011ULARITY1
N. L. GEORGE, Murfreesboro, Tenn.: "HERB EXTRACT cleared my
system of o nagging cold in just ONE DAY!"
wonderful
N. J. DONALDSON, Camp Hill, Penna.: "Brought about
results — helped me since 19271"
MRS. M. R. H., Memphis, Tenn.: "HERB EXTRAC1 brought relief
such as I have not had from any other remedy!"
disMR. C. J. L., Richmond. Va.:"To those suffering from stomach
away!"
order*, don't hesitate another minute — get a bottle right

OK-Amt.
RADIO
•
- t;;;i

d

into believing there's any
Give your system i.redit! Don't be fooled of
the human body! HERB
medicine capable of curing-every ailment
allowing your
EXTRACT cleans and conditions your system, thereby
— bringing good health and
system to function as nature .ntended
famous
Miller's
Get
day!
precious
another
waste
new vitality! Don't
HERB EXTRACT today!

AT YOUR FAVORITE NEIGHBORHOOD STORE
cannel
•HERB EXTRACT contains absolutely no harsh drugs
berm even the most delicate system!

HOT NIGHTS 4HE4D
Insulate now for Summer Comfort
Why sw•Itstr this summer
when insulation can keep your
house cool and comfortable?
Our expert workmen can

bring modern comfort to your
home. Winter fuel savings
will soon pay for the cost of
Its, job.

*Om
I
HERO
I EXTRA('

FULTON ROOFING & INSULATION CO.

ENRIT

Ill Washington St.
(Next to Telephone Office)

49 75

011114111-COININO

FlBERWAS

JUICE
EXTRACT F`zr HERB TENNESSEE
HERB MEDICINE
COMPANY — NASHVILLE.

Phone 557

CATI US MA
FREE ESTIMATES

MILLAR'S

•

t223irtmo

FOR THE SAKE OF YOUR SYSTEM!

389.75

e 185

I
f

We CAN and DO offer
you prompt repair service on ANY make of
radio, because we have
huge stock of tubes,
transformers, speakers
and other, essential
parts ON HAND ALWAYS. There's No delay at City Electric!

"Uniformly
Since 1869"

PROMPT ATTENTION!
PHONE 401

1°24TUCRY rnWay
IOURBON %Tow
(Whin. Lop.i)

v
ELECTRICC
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CERVICE
SALES

4-69
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BOND 11 LIRARD BRAND KENTUCKY BLENDED WHISKEY CONTAIN*
Ai% GRAIN NEUIRAl SPIRITS • THE BOND & LILLARD CO., lOUISIIIUX ELI
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basibial is an influence for good,!
participants area
bunch of "dem burns."
displayed
heiaiism
the individual
decision the
But whatever
bir- the players. If it was a bad! fans make, and regardless of how
devoted Paul and I
one, I get the same full details of ; personally
the association as a whole,'
the game, the sorry playing, the are to
like Lucille Hollostupid fumbles, the need for a ! I often feel
reorganization of the I way when I go to a game, especicomplete
one. The story goes
club and the urgency for associ- ally a sow
another naticnal that Wilburn was trying to interation* with
pastime
that's why l'y est her in his favorite
league. Maybe
,I and took her to n game or two.
never Coined in the ranks of
. After resonable interest ori her ,
avid fans like Clyde Willi
Wilburn asked her, so it go--1
Sr., Mary and Gilson Latta Wil- i part.
Holloway, the 1 1alter es how she liked the game, to i
burn
Evanses, Mildred and Hillard which she replied:
"Why do they always run the
therine
and
Bugg, Leon
Browder, Clarence leed, Erin same way when they hit a ba11,1
around and
and Don Hill, the C.V. Carneys, if they would turn
sometimes,
Holland, run the other way
Mn
Lawrence and
if
Frank Beadles, , Hugh a Pigue, they'd have a better chance
Charlie and &rade Holloway, .J. getting on base."
Play ball, Lamitina, and team.
H Lowe and laurney and Maggie Estes, its because I can't tell
from one day to another whether now 470 for Job Printing

Page 4- The Fulton,News-Friday, June,1962; or whether the
LOOKOUTSlealatianed from Page One)
'As a loyal booster of the team,
although a non-attending fan, the
business at the
first order of
?. came 'to
,
News office, since ss
Fulton, has been the discussion
of the ball game the night beprocedure
fore. It is standard
wish me to say, "Good morning,
who won the game last night?"
good one as it was
if it was a
Tuesday night I get the full details of the amazing plays, the
brilliant strategy,of Jhe manager,
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16-oz can 12c
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Suit.

Red Beans, Suit. 16-oz. can
P/ack Eyed Peas. 15 3/4-oz. can
Suit.
Tomato Soup, 10 1/2-oz. can

SINK

WITH DOUBLE SINK, ONE-PIECE PORCELAIN ENAMELED TOP
Rig, beautiful, absolutely new! This marvelous outfit can now
be yours at a price never before possible! It's your big chance
In get the kind of drawer and cupboard space you've always
wanted. 2 drainhoards, 2 sinks, 2 drawers, 4 doors, 2 shelves.
Complete with fittings and 2 strainers! Frame is all-welded for
long We! SCE Us TODAY! BUDGET TEEMS!

4.

12c
12c

10c
10c

Ilc

10c

Ann Page

Ketchup, Ann Page, 14-oz. bat.• 21c 19c
OLEOMARGARINE
t 21c I 20c
SURE GOOD, 1-1b. ctn.
Ne Ceilings on these items priced low for savings at A&P.
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LEMONS,432 Size, 2 doz.

BENNETT ELECTRIC
217 ivlain Street
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Corn Flakes •
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NUTS AND NUT MEATS
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Planters

Peanuts, 1-1b. cello bag

- 33c
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Cashew,6-oz. cello bag
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Spanish Peanuts, 1-1b. pkg.
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35c

Regalo Nut Meats
Regalo Salted

"RICES SHOWN IN THIS ADVERTISEMENT GOOD ONLY
AT A&P FOOD MARKET
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Miss Bushart was attired In an Goulder,
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, S. E.
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The following
ored net with as folds. It Was . Reed, Frank Rogers, Joe
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corsage of yellow Dutch irris.
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IA3tE LAMPS...

209.7.017-it•Ni,11

'"or stry'r,lit feeclineT)

With new 16" vinyl plastic shade with two-lone pig-ear
ruching on top; Regular $7.95 values
for °illy

$5.95

FOR FATHER'S DAY
PIPES - SOCKS - TIES - KNIFE - HANDKERCHIEFS
CARDS - FISHING TACKLE - SHAVING SUPPLIES
UNDERWEAR,etc.

BALDRIDGES
5-10-25c STORE

Lake Street

Fulton

• Conns vita-nate-R-11- -1.11) a(• Enricaed with'viliimins A 1)
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.$4.00
GT.ZIZ,TO SHORtS
Swifts 60i% Tankage-6.75

$4.1

Save by taking feed off ear-10c per bag. Save
by buying in qu-intity 5 bags or more-5c
per bag. Save.by returning Cooperativ
Mills No. 1 Burlap Bags to us for up to 15c
e
each or direct to bag Company for up to
19c each.

LEONARD APPLIANCES
20 Percent Reduction on 1950 Model Refr
igerators
Metal Roofing — Asphaltitoofing — Paint —
Oil and Grease — Tires and Batteries—Me
Feeders — Poultry Equipment — Dairy Supplies
_ tal
— Electric Fence Controllers. •

Southern States Fulton Cooperative

402-404 Main Street

"WE DELIVER"

Phone 399,

Thomas Dublin, Manager

•....401011..
..
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•Vacations and water fun go together! You can have
both in large or small quantities in Kentucky's beau&
ful State Parks. Just pick your park for a special purpose and, presto! . . . you:se swimming, fishing,
boating or just sunning the hours away.
And at night, after a full day on the witer, sink
into your own modern bed in your private, up-to-the•
SLEC/RIC sirsueelAross. RANGES AND MUMS

minute lodge room or housekeeping cottage. Privacy
and rest are an. important .part of vacation-time at
Kentucky State Parks.
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143.0100k•
•
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•cum.& I.A1S

FREE LITERATURE
NVISION OF ULICITY • Nodded. E.

Please rush complete information on rotes, features
and accommodations at Kentucky State Parks.
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CATTLE BREEDERS WHEAT LOAN RATE
TOMEET JUNE9
IS $2.26 BUSHEL
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ENN BROADCASTING CORPORATION OF Fut:r
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SUMMER SESSION ,
AT MURRAY OPEN

1270 on Your Dial

"The Best in Daytime Listening"

1000 Watt.:

INFUL RADIO SCHEDULE
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FURNITURE CO
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CLASSIFIED ADS
noasal'OR SALE-

Keep your eyes on

TOP PRICES gAulgr for country
'our eggx
Smith's Cafe.

O. K.

See K. M.
Used Car Lot for
Fulton- Duke- i'Oh RENT: Floor 'sanding machine and electric floor polisher and electric vacuum cleanbargain&
ers. Exchange
Furniture Co.,
ISM SALE: 2-year-old registered
Phone 35, Church Street
'Hereford bull. H. D.Fitanfield,
CITY MOTOR CO.
tulles, Hy., phone 922.
DEEP FREEZE home Freezers,
Westinghouse Appliances,
torola Television at your "At
! While it lasts Utility
FAlthi LOANS
lan
Fintaming Lumber-2x4's, pliance Headquarters", City
and US's—Kiln Dried—$8.00 Electric Company on CommerLong Termsper 'hundred. KRAMER LUM- cial Avenue.
BER CO., Walnut St, Phone 96.
-Easy Payments
SCREEN DOORS—All sizes and
kinds — Priced from $5.7,5.
FOR SALE: New Royal and Rem- SCREEN WIRE — Galvanize
d,
ATKINS, HOLMAN
ington Portable typewriters: Lumite, Aluminum,and Bronze.
Remington and Victor Adding
KRAMER LUMBER CO., 501
AND FIELDS
Machines. You can arrange conWalnut Street.
venient budget payments. Har—Insurancevey Caldwell Co., 205 Commer- SAVE A LOT:Portable iron lung
Main
208
St.
Phone 5
cial Avenue.
now available at Fulton Fire
Station; service gratis. CompliCLOSEOUT! Save $2 to $5 a pair
ments Fulton Moose Club.
YATFAG WaOHERS, mandard
on men's national-brands dress,
and automatic mode* $124.95 CLEAN-UP!
PAINT-U
P!
Comsport and casual shoes now resaid up. Sales and service. plete stock
KURFEES
of
finest
duced
for clearance. A real opHemet; Electric. Phone 201.
quality paints and enamels. - portunity for real buys. 'ForFulton, KY.
KRAMER LUMBER CO. 501
rester's Shoe Shop, Fulton.
Walnut Street.
FOR RENT: Rent a new typewriter or adding machine. ROOFING — Asphalt
Shingles
PAINTS.
Available by week, month or - and roll roofing
— Galvanized
Inhaler
' quarter. Low Rates. If you demetal roofing — wood shingles.
blabs Pala%
cide to keep the machine after
KRAMER LUMBER CO. 501
Varnish*, & &snub
renting it, the amount paid can
Walnut Street.
AND SUPER
.he applied on the purchase.
KEM-TONE
Harvey Caldwell Co., 206 Com- COOL OFF! Window fans, hasmercial Ave., Phone 674.
sock-style floor fans, desk fans,
Eicrtuinge Furn. Co.
attic fans; immediate delivery,
207 Church St.
SAVE- $14)0. New deluxe sew'g
Phone 35
many sizes to choose. . City
machines. Lifetime guarantee.
Electric Company, 205 ComColes, Portables, desks. Uses
mercial Ave.; Phone 44:11.
all Singer attachments. Sales,
repairs, parts. Write or phone
_ DEAD MAN
342 Cloar's Sewing Machines
sod Service. Milan, Tenn. Free
Dead animals moved free: horses,
lesee demonstration and trial.
mules, cows and hogs. Day, night
lin obligation.
and Sunday service. Call anyFriday and Saturday
-sea US FOR YOUR PHONO- time, seven days aweek, collect,
to:
GRAPH
RECORDS: Latest
DOUBLE FEATURE
see-tunes, hillbilly, classics, or
45
tc. Standard or long West Tenn. Tankage Co.
pIP
iertort Center. 324 WalUnion City, Tenn.
Phone 4104
nod„ Fulton, Ky.
lifirmatton on the
doms highway.

I. THESE LOW COST M
MEAN LOW COST MEALS

1 BAR-B-BQ Time Is Herq
PORK SHOULDER
PICNIC STYLE
SHORT SHANK

Auirrl-SENOUR

ORPHEUM

SAFETY-TOE SHOES REDUCED!
Thin is the identical shoe 'tieing sold in
Ibis area for dollars higher than our
pew, low price of ONLY
$1

0 95

OW ROGERS •TRIGGO
▪
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fORRESTER'S SHOE SHOP

Main Street

Fulton, Ky.

OKLAHOMA
A REVIVAL

Gilbert DeMyer
LikestheConversation
Just walking around his store, Gilbert DeMyer is surprised at what
vomen talk about, such as how to
sew curity diapers, how to bake a
miracle cake, or how to get Pa to
•'buy them that new fur coat (which
Gilbert ain't selling.)
But Gilbert is amazed at the number of nice things he overhears .
like how low the prices are, how
Itender the meat was, how nice all
the clerks are. Such conversation
makes Gilbert's eaiburn, but in a
nice way!
REMEMBER —
's relatives
find DeMilfir Market a very inexpensive place to shop—and you will too!

SITEAIRCONE
SALT JOWLS
PITIcliButD
SALMON

POUND 85'
POUND 19'
LB CAN 49'
BANANAS
2 POUNDS 29'
ORANGE JUICE 6" 2 FOR 29'
'KE CREAM
% 6AL 95'
SAUSAGE
POUND 39'
GOLDEN RIPE

taro
DOM litAPPIIIMS

Thrill to
spectacular
stampocks
stirring drama!

THE WILD STALLION"
FREI STONE
UNISON
111C1101 FISKE
A Colombia
Reprint

Li

Tissue,4 rolls
GREAT NORTHERN

Beans, 2-lbs.

DEL MONTE

39c Fruit Cocktail

CRAFTS" 11 — "PIRATES
OF THE HIGH SEAS"
"TWO GUN GOOFY"

Sun. - Mon.. Tues.
OPIIN
ISOM
AT—
Carib Niro
ama,
A lasSas Pram ONINW

• 25c Salad Dressing, qt. 48c

IFACLAL SOAP

Woodbury, reg.
DIAMOND

Paper Plates

IMO

8c Dial Soap,2 for

25c

rigi• 12 SSOOKFIELD

I7c Hatter, lb.

DeMYER MARKET

80c

TOMATOES
JiLLo 5c
SIX DELICIOUS FLAVORS— I.-EACH
1
2-LB.
ICED TEA /
PACKAGE

49'

Kroger-:-Special Blending for Iced Tea
1-POUND
JAR
Derby—with Meat Sauce

TISSUE

SOFTEX

MASON
JARS
Quart D0188'
Size
KROGER

25'

_

10 ROLLS

Diamond—big "stock-up now" Value

POTTED MEAT

KERR

.3 1/4-0Z.

BREAD
20-0Z.
16c

99'

16-0z
Loaf.
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CAKE
Orange Fudge Layer

CAN
Derby—easy does it with Kroger low price

16
"
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Baked

MY Six

CONVICTS
Iyja!MlibillikiNT • bad as WE OF MO
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Wednesday. Thursday
DOUBLE FEATURE
"LTTTLE EGYPT"
In Technicolor
with RIFIONDA IFILAMING
—PLUS--

EACH 63'

CANTALOUPES =EL 39c
CALIFORNIA VINE RIPENED JUMBO
SWEET

, CORN
Yellow Sweet

EAR 5'

"FLAME OF
SACREIVIENTO"
—with—
WILLIAM ELLIOTT
CONSTANCE MOORS

WE RESERVE THE IIIGHT TO LIMIT

4)

PEPPERS
Fancy Smooth

EACH 5'

Mrs. Jo
Fulton
Kentucl
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Demo
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mine!
there.)

AT

1101•110

No. 24

39c

59'15
LARD
•
EACH $139 0 POUND CAN!6.98

Standard
1ltr
i
A
No. 303 Can Limo-

SPAGHETTI

—PLUS—

am

Green Beans, 2-lbs 35c Crowder Peas,
lb. 20c
!FORT HOWARD

GROUND BEEF POUND
P
RABBITi CUT-U
FANCY

49c
49c
49c
49c
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COUNTRY

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY
BACK
MESH
FRESH

390

fruit
like 1

ICTUSI

DONALD DUCK

CAN

many

BOSTON BUTTS LEEAN,
T lb.,s
Winless Franks
lb.
Spite Ribs rOGRHTBASRI-ZBE-Q lb.
7-116 Pork Loins lb.

WA OM OMNI
BOB ROLM ANI
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MEATY

lst-ett
stop
lot*

Persian Large

DOZ 29'

QUANliiiibb — NONE SOLD TO DEAL4RI3
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